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Measuring and modelling cell-to-cell variation in uptake
of gold nanoparticles†

J. Charles. G. Jeynes,* Christopher Jeynes, Michael J. Merchant and Karen J. Kirkby
The cell-to-cell variation of gold nanoparticle (GNP) uptake is

important for therapeutic applications.We directly counted the GNPs

in hundreds of individual cells, and showed that the large variation

from cell-to-cell could be directly modelled by assuming log-normal

distributions of both cell mass and GNP rate of uptake. This was true

for GNPs non-specifically bound to fetal bovine serum or conjugated

to a cell penetrating peptide. Within a population of cells, GNP

content varied naturally by a factor greater than 10 between indi-

vidual cells.
Gold nanoparticles (GNP) have been studied intensively for
their possible application in medicine; either as drug delivery
vehicles or by using their physical properties as photothermal or
radiosensitisation agents in cancer therapy.1 Research has
focused on many factors relating to cell uptake of GNPs
including using various peptides or ligands to increase uptake,
the effects of size and shape, and how these different factors
affect kinetic parameters.2 It is accepted that the surface layer of
GNPs is of utmost importance to cell uptake, with various
proteins or peptides increasing uptake many times. Measuring
the gold in cells with commonly used analytical techniques
such as inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-
MS) or atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS)2 average the mass
of gold in thousands of cells. Other techniques like ow
cytometry,3 X-ray microscopy,4,5 and electron microscopy6 have
also all been used to investigate GNP uptake, but none of these
methods can directly do a full mass analysis of individual
cells. Particle Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) on its own has
been used recently to weigh and analyse cells incubated with
GNPs, but at reduced accuracy since cell thickness is ignored,7

and the same comment applies to X-ray uorescence8 (XRF).
However it is important to quantify the cell-to-cell variation and
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distribution in GNP uptake, if GNPs are to be used as thera-
peutics. This is because the dose of a drug attached to a nano-
particle will be directly related to how many nanoparticles (NP)
enter the cell. The same applies if the GNPs themselves are used
in photothermal or X-ray enhancement therapy. It is also
interesting to relate the mass of the cell to how many GNPs are
in it, as this can help explain the nature of uptake on a cell-by-
cell basis. Statistical aspects of quantum dot uptake have been
explored by Summers et al. using ow cytometry; they showed
that the entry of NPs into cells is dominated by the Poisson
distribution.9 Related work shows that cell-to-cell variability in
virus particle uptake is due to factors including receptor mole-
cule distributions, cell size and local cell density.10

So far, the GNP content along with the corresponding mass
of individual cells has not been reported quantitatively. Here,
we use spectrometric methods (ion beam analysis, IBA11) to
count the various atomic species per cell: thus, each measured
cell is effectively weighed. The great advantage of IBA (PIXE +
Elastic Backscattering Spectrometry; EBS) is that depth infor-
mation is available directly from the EBS signal, unlike XRF or
PIXE alone, making accurate quantication directly available.
With a 2.5 MeV scanned proton microprobe and a spot size of
2 mm, the cells are imaged using the phosphorus signals from
the PIXE signal (see Fig. 1), and measured quantitatively using
the EBS signal (see Fig. S1b† for comparable data at lower
accuracy from PIXE). Nuclear microprobes have a long history
of elemental mapping of biological tissues and cells on a
micron scale12–14 with high sensitivity and accurate quantica-
tion available when PIXE and EBS are used self-consistently.15

This work investigates the uptake of GNPs by RT112 cancer
cells, where the GNPs were coated with Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS)
or with a transactivator of transcription (TAT) peptide before
incubation with the cells. It is important to rst conjugate the
TAT peptide to the GNPs because the media which the cells
require for healthy growth also contains FBS. The conjugated
TAT effectively screens the FBS in the media from non-speci-
cally binding to the GNPs.2 The cells were incubated with the
coated GNPs for more than two doubling times (48 hours) to
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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Fig. 1 Elemental PIXE maps of cells incubated with GNPs (50 nm + TAT) in a 0.04 mm2 scanned region. (a) Phosphorus signal from cells (b) corresponding gold signal
from the same cells (c) “Masks”were created over the cells so that individual spectra could be reconstructed off-line for each cell (in most cases only the mask labels can
be seen in (c)). In this particular region, there were 28 cells, giving 28 individual EBS spectra for analysis.
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ensure that measurements were well averaged over the cell-cycle
and that the effect of the rapid initial GNP uptake was margin-
alised.2 Itmust be noted that this is not a realistic scenario in vivo
as nanoparticles have a typical half life of a few hours in the
bloodstream. TAT is a peptide sequence isolated from the HIV
virus which is thought to translocate the virus into the cell
nucleus.16 TAT was chosen as the conjugation peptide as it has
been shown to increase NP uptake into cells.17 FBS is comprised
of essential proteins needed for growth and is known to bind
non-specically to GNPs in solution, aiding uptake.2 The
conjugation of GNPs to TAT is described in the ESI,† following
methods developed by Patel et al.18 Dynamic light scattering
measurements shows that the size of the GNP increases by about
20 nm with addition of TAT peptide, independent on the initial
core size of the GNP, and the Zeta potential becomes less nega-
tive by about 10 mV.18 For non-specic binding of fetal bovine
serum to GNPs see Chithrani et al.,2 while Tsai et al. shows that
serum increases the initial core size of a GNP by about 10 nm.19

RT112 cells (a cancerous human urinary bladder cell line:
doubling time 20 h) was used for these experiments, as previous
experience has shown good uptake of GNPs. Briey, 1 � 105

cells were seeded in 35mm diameter Petri dishes and incubated
with GNPs of either 30 nm + FBS, 50 nm + FBS, 30 nm + TAT and
50 nm + TAT for 48 hours in RPMI media (which contained
1 mM L-glutamine and 10% FBS essential for cell growth; see
ESI† methods). For analysis preparation, the cells were washed
with PBS, trypsinised so that they were in suspension, xed with
paraformaldehyde, washed with PBS, resuspended in deionised
water and nally pipetted onto a polypropylene lm 4 mm thick
at a concentration of 5 � 103 cells per mm2. Aer air drying, the
samples were placed in a vacuum chamber, where a 2.5 MeV
scanning proton microbeam of about 300 pA with a spot size of
about 2 mm was delivered from a 2 MV tandem accelerator.20 At
this energy, the protons can traverse about 150 mm in water, so
easily penetrate the cell with small energy loss. 200 � 200 mm
regions of the samples were probed, each region containing 30–
100 cells, with data collection (scanning) times of up to 10 hours
per region. A list of the energies of all detected photons or
scattered particles is kept with the coordinates of their origin so
that spectra from arbitrary areas can be reconstructed off-line.
Further details are in the ESI.†
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
To investigate the GNP uptake at an individual cell level,
phosphorus and gold elemental PIXE images were obtained of
the region scanned by the beam. Fig. 1 shows an example of
these images. A high phosphorus signal shows where a cell is,
and the corresponding region on the gold map indicates how
much gold is in each cell. From the PIXE image the position of
each cell is identied, from which the EBS spectra (and PIXE
spectra too, although these are not used here) for that cell are
reconstructed off-line. Fig. 1c shows the selected regions iden-
tifying all the cells in a scan. See the ESI† for more details.

The EBS spectra of a total of 332 individual cells, with at least
55 cells for each condition were analysed, counting the number
of each atomic species in each cell, including the light elements
C, N, O, P & S as well as Au. Since we know the size of the GNPs,
this is equivalent to counting the GNPs per cell. PIXE is used to
image the cells and isolate their spectra, with OMDAQ2007
soware21 for imaging, and the DataFurnace (NDF) code22 for
interpreting the EBS spectra. NDFv9.4h23 was used to accurately
t the EBS spectra from individual cells and quantify by mass
(in picograms) the elements within each cell. Briey, each EBS
spectrum is accurately tted using the proper non-Rutherford
scattering cross-sections24 and taking account of the inhomo-
geneity of the cell thickness, allowing the polypropylene foil to
be unambiguously identied. Quantication is through the
composition of the polypropylene foil, and the spectrometric
determination of proton energy loss in the foil, where the energy
loss function is known at around 4%.25 The ESI† shows IBA
spectra with further details.

Firstly, it is interesting to directly compare themean, median
and spread of the mass of gold in the TAT-coated and FBS-
coated GNPs and how this relates to the number of GNPs in the
cells. Fig. 2 shows that the mass of gold in the average (mean)
cell incubated with TAT-coated GNPs is about six times that of
those incubated with FBS-coated GNPs, whereas the difference
in mass uptake between the sizes (30 nm and 50 nm) is not
signicant. Note, the sizes here refer the initial core sizes of the
GNPs as given by the manufacturer, and not the nal size of
the GNP-conjugate, which can be tens of nanometers larger
when conjugated.18,19 When the mass of gold is converted into
numbers of GNPs it is clear that there are many more “30” nm
GNPs compared to “50” nmGNPs imported, with this difference
Analyst, 2013, 138, 7070–7074 | 7071
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Fig. 2 (a) Box plots of cell uptake of gold (pg) depending on TAT-coated or FBS-coated 30 nm or 50 nm. The boxes are the 25th & 75th percentiles and medians, the
whiskers are the 5th and 95th percentiles and the squares are the means. (b) Comparison of the mean number of GNPs per cell, after converting the mass of gold into
numbers of GNPs. In both graphs, the means for the TAT-coated GNPs are significantly different from the FBS-coated GNPs using ANOVA (P < 0.05).

Fig. 3 GNP content per cell compared with Monte Carlo simulation. Points are
simulated using Hill model parameters for both cell size and uptake rates fitted
from the data (see Table S4 and discussion in the ESI†). The three outlier data
points with >20 pg GNP per cell are probably superposed cells.
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accentuated in the TAT-coated samples. In other words, the
number of GNPs which have a core of 30 nm are imported to a
greater extent than those which have a core of 50 nm, regardless
of whether they are coated by TAT or FBS.

To explain why GNP-TAT is imported to a greater extent than
GNP-FBS, regardless of the initial core size of the nanoparticle,
it is important to understand the mechanism by which the
GNPs enter the cells. Chithrani et al.2 investigated how GNP-
conjugates are imported, and concluded that there is an
optimum binding ratio between GNPs-conjugates and endocy-
tosis receptors; some GNP-conjugates are imported to a greater
extent than others, simply because there are more receptors on
the cell surface for that particular conjugate molecule.

To explain why one initial core size of GNP is imported to a
greater extent than another; Chithrani found that a certain
“activation energy” must be overcome before a lysosome is
formed to invaginate and engulf gold nanoparticles. GNPs-
conjugates can be too small or large for optimum peturbation of
the cell membrane, lysosome formation and invagination.
These parameters have also been mathematically modelled.26

Although from the results shown in the present paper it cannot
be shown exactly what is the optimum size of uptake, it is clear
that some sizes are imported better than others and this is
dependent on the type of molecule the nanoparticle is conju-
gated to.

Chithrani et al.2 also measured the kinetics of GNP uptake
hour by hour and found aer an initially high uptake, the rate
plateaus aer about 5.5 hours, presumably when receptor
saturation is reached. We found that a Hill equation27 tted
their data very well (see Fig. S6a†) and we used this equation to
also t our data (see Fig. S6b†). Thus we are able to dene
the rate of uptake of each of our four conditions (30 nm + FBS,
30 nm + TAT, 50 nm + FBS, 50 nm + TAT). We have used this as
one of the parameters in a Monte Carlo simulation of individual
cells importing GNPs over time (see below).

As shown in Fig. 2, large variations of gold content are
observed for each tested condition highlighting a wide cell-to-
cell variability in the GNP uptake. This is also easily observable
in Fig. 3 which shows gold mass as a function of cell mass, with
both gold and carbon measured absolutely in picograms.
Interestingly, there is a large scatter in both the mass of the cell
and the gold content in each cell, which perhaps is to be
7072 | Analyst, 2013, 138, 7070–7074
expected with asynchronous growing cells. To make sense of
this scatter, we modelled the data with parameters drawn from
the literature, and from our own data. Firstly, as mentioned
above, we tted Chithrani et al.'s data with a Hill equation to
explain the uptake rate of GNPs over time (see ESI† for more on
this t).

We then simulated uptake of GNPs in virtual “cells” over
48 hours using two parameters; a log-normally distributed GNP
uptake rate with a sigma of 0.2, and a log-normally distributed
cell size with a sigma of 0.3. This functional form of the latter is
demonstrated by Bettega et al.28 from diameter measurements
of populations of cells. The cells divide at 20 hours, binomially
distributing the GNPs between daughters with a mean of 0.7,
according to Summers et al.9 The most probable value of a cell's
“birth” mass is modelled from our data as 100 pg, a value
corroborated by Son et al.29 The Monte Carlo simulation
produces data points which t the measured data remarkably
well, as Fig. 3 shows. Overall, Fig. 3 demonstrates that the
uptake of GNPs on a cell by cell basis, can be modelled using
simple parameters.

To further investigate this cell-to-cell variability in the gold
content of cells, a histogram of the numbers of nanoparticles in
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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each cell treated with TAT-coated 30 nm GNPs can be seen in
Fig. 4a. Here the most probable number of GNPs per cell is
20 000, but the range is very large at between 250 and 50 000
GNPs per cell. The data are tted with a log-normal distribution
giving an adjusted R2 value of 0.94 (indicating a good t
between the model and the data: tting parameters are shown
with discussion in Table S3†). Fig. 4a shows that a few cells have
2000 or less GNPs in them while the majority of cells have
20 000 GNPs or more. A small minority of cells can have more
than double the mode number of GNPs. This is an important
nding to factor into dosimetry calculations when using GNPs
therapeutically, either as drug vectors or in radiotherapy as
some cells could receive much more or much less dose than the
average cell.

To answer the question as to whether the heaviest cells also
have the highest density of GNPs (that is, whether the uptake
rate is correlated with growth rate), Fig. 4b shows the distribu-
tion of gold in cells, where the plot is normalised to the size of
the cell. This is achieved by dividing the mass of gold in a cell
by the mass of that cell. The frequency histogram is displayed
for the 30 nm + TAT data, and tted with a log-normal distri-
bution (tting parameters shown in Table S4†). It shows that
some cells import GNPs up to ten times faster than the mean
rate, independent of the cell size. Hence, two cells that are
exactly the same size can have greatly differing GNP uptake
rates. Interestingly, these results are consistent with the log-
normal distribution of the number of receptors (e.g. VEGF)
found recently on individual cells within a population by
Imoukhuede & Popel.30 When the GNP-uptake of the cells is
modelled (see below), we nd that the log-normal t to the
model is in agreement with the observed data. Of note, when a
histogram was made at earlier timepoints below 5 hours using
data generated by the simulation, similar log-normal distribu-
tions were found to the 48 hours timepoint (data not shown).
Hence it is likely that a heterogenous gold content in the cell
population is reached remarkably quickly, making this more
relevant to in vivo situations. Blood concentration curves in
rats showed that aer 4 hours, 1 day and 7 days, 317 mg g�1,
29 mg g�1, and 0.02 mg g�1 gold nanoshells remain respectively,
aer intravenous injection with 10 mg g�1 (for a review of this
topic see Khlebtsov and Dykman31).
Fig. 4 (a) Histogram of the number of 30 nm + TAT gold nanoparticles per cell. The
The data are fitted with a log-normal distribution. (b) Data of (a) replotted as norm
carbon). This also follows a log-normal distribution showing that cells of the same s
log-normal with parameters in agreement from the measured data (see text: detai

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Overall, Fig. 4 shows the actual cell-to-cell variation in both
the number of GNPs per cell and, independently, in the GNP
density of the cells. Heavier (older) cells have more GNPs, but
cells with a higher initial uptake rate have a higher GNP density.
We have modelled both of these effects, but the most inter-
esting one is that the GNP uptake rate is log-normally distrib-
uted and has model parameters comparable to those obtained
by tting Chithrani et al.'s data2 (see ESI for more details and
also Fig. S4 & S5† for comparable data for the FBS and TAT
coated 50 nm and 30 nm GNPs).

It is plausible that the distribution in uptake of GNPs can be
explained by a log-normally distributed number of receptors on
cell surfaces. By chance, a single cell could have up to ten times
as many receptors as its same-sized sibling, and so will import
many more GNPs. Indeed, much work has investigated cell-to-
cell variability and the consequences for pharmacology (for a
review see Niepal et al.32). Such log-normally distributed levels
of proteome expression from cell-to-cell are likely to be an
important but poorly appreciated factor in drug responsive-
ness.33 For instance, drug-resistant cancer cells, rather than
being a static genetically distinct subfraction, may represent
population outliers resulting from proteomic heterogeneity.
There may be various origins of this variability, including
molecule expression, local cell density or cell size.10 A good
example is cell-to-cell variability of SV40 virus infection, where
the probability of infection can be largely attributed to nucleus
size but where local cell density can also make a contribution.33

In conclusion, we have for the rst time directly measured
the GNP uptake per cell together with the mass of each cell in
asynchronous populations under different conditions, and
demonstrated a log-normal distribution of both the GNP uptake
and the cell size. We have interpreted these data by Monte Carlo
simulation on the Hill model, which is the simplest relevant
model available. Moreover we have shown by modelling, that
the parameters extracted from our data are consistent with the
literature. We discuss the pervasiveness of the log-normal
distribution in biological processes in terms of the underlying
biological mechanisms. We have also shown that the conjuga-
tion of a TAT-peptide to a gold nanoparticle increases the
uptake by about six times in comparison to GNP-FBS
complexes. Here it is assumed that the prevalence and binding
re is considerable variation from cell to cell with a mode of about 20 000 per cell.
alised mass: the ratio of the mass of gold in the cell and its size (as the mass of

ize can have large differences in GNP uptake rate. Simulated distributions are also
ls of all fits are shown in Table S3†).

Analyst, 2013, 138, 7070–7074 | 7073
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affinity of TAT-receptors on the cell membrane surface to TAT
molecules is much greater then those of FBS-receptors to FBS
molecules, and overall governs the uptake rate of the GNPs. We
conclude that when drug dosimetry calculations are made using
GNPs as delivery vectors, care should be taken to include the
effects of cell-to cell variability of GNP uptake.
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